• Two deep recurrent neural network (RNN) models are proposed for electricity forecasting.
Introduction
Residential and commercial buildings in 2015 were responsible for approximately 73% of the electricity consumption and 41% of primary energy consumption in the U.S, with the values projected to increase over the next 20 years [1] . There has been a growing emphasis on the development and implementation of smart grids and smart buildings in order to meet these electricity demands in an efficient and cost-effective manner while minimizing greenhouse emissions [2, 3] . The case for smart grids are further strengthened by the increasing intermittent, renewable energy resources such as wind and solar, as well as a growing number of small-scale distributed generation systems [2, 4] .
As such, dynamic planning and management of smart buildings and smart grid systems, while integrating intermittent renewables and distributed generation resources, requires accurate forecasting of electricity consumption over different time horizons [2] . Based on the time horizon of prediction, Mocanu et al. [5] grouped electricity demand forecasting into three categories: (i) Short-term forecasts ranging between one hour to one week, (ii) medium term forecasts between one week to one year and (iii) long-term forecasts spanning a time period of more than one year. Short-term forecasts are generally useful for generation capacity scheduling and short-term maintenance, evaluation of short-term energy storage usage, as well as real-time control of building energy systems and optimization of fuel purchase plans [5] [6] [7] [8] . On the other hand, medium to long term forecasts are used to make decisions pertaining to the installation of new distributed generation and storage systems [9] , as well as develop suitable demand response strategies [5] . At a regional level, forecasting of aggregated electricity consumption over medium-to-long term time horizons can be useful for planning and trading on electricity markets [10] .
The approaches to estimating electricity demand in buildings can be physics-based or data-driven [11, 12] . Physics-based or deterministic models, such as those employed by EnergyPlus and eQuest, usually formulate and solve heat and mass balance equations interconnecting the different zones, air handling and equipment systems inside a building [13] . However, these physics-based models often do not account for the complex energy consumption behavior in a building, and sometimes input parameters required by these models, are difficult to obtain in practice [11] . The resulting approximations often lead to a loss in accuracy, sometimes in excess of 100% [11, 14] , and as such, these models are often used as comparative tools rather than accurate predictors of building energy consumption.
Statistical and machine learning (ML) models provide an alternative to such physics-based models [11, 12] . Previous work has employed simple linear regression [12, 15, 16] [19, 12, 11, 16, 17] , and auto-regressive neural networks [11, 20] in predicting building energy consumption. Hybrid models that couple physical models, i.e. thermal networks, with statistical and/or ML models have also been proposed [21] . These methods, in general, have been shown to achieve high accuracy for forecasting over a time horizon of one hour [20] to one week [22] , the amount of work pertaining to medium to long term predictions at hourly or sub-hourly intervals has been relatively limited. The latter is a more difficult objective, with previous work showing that the relative errors corresponding to medium to long term predictions at one-hour resolution often in excess of 40-50% [5,15,23] .
Deep neural networks [24] could potentially improve on the performances obtained using the aforementioned machine learning methods, as they allow for modeling of more complex functions by using multiple layers of abstraction [24] , and are recently being employed in the energy forecasting context. Debinec et al. [7] used a deep belief network for electricity forecasting in Macedonia over a time horizon of 24 h, which consisted of stacks of restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) pre-trained layer-wise. Mocanu et al.
[5] employed a conditional restricted Boltzmann machine (CRBM) and factored conditional Boltzmann machine (FCRBM) to predict electricity power consumption in a residential building. The two deep learning (DL) methods were used to obtained results for multiple cases, each case corresponding to a combination of time resolution and time horizon. The authors found that for a week-ahead prediction at one-hour resolution, the relative errors in predicting aggregate power corresponding to CRBM and FCRBM were 60.0% and 63.3%, whereas for a year-ahead prediction at one-day resolution, the corresponding errors were 18.2% and 17.0% [5] .
The electricity consumption behavior is inherently transient in nature, and the consumption pattern (as detailed later in the paper) can 
